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TAX OPPORTUNITIES IN PORTUGAL

In the past years, Portugal has become competitive as an investment base, by the substantial

increase of tax benefits on international taxation.

i. Non-Regular Resident regime (NRH)

The non-regular resident regime is aimed for the new comers to Portugal, that bids excellent tax

opportunities for passive income, foreign pensioners, employment and independent personnel

services.

When compared internationally with other favorable tax regimes it’s a highly completive regime.

It’s also beneficial for pensioners and high qualified workers.

ii. Residence Permit for Investment Activity (ARI / Golden Visa)

The “Golden Visa regime it’s a fast track for foreign investors from non-EU countries in order to

acquire a valid residency permit in Portugal – Golden Visa.

The residency permit will allow the investor and his family members to enter and/or live in

Portugal as well as to travel freely within the European countries (Schengen space).

The Golden Visa regime is a very straightforward and flexible program.

It’s one of the most attractive resident permit program for investors in the world.



1.1 -Legal Framework

The non-regular resident tax regime was introduced by the Decree-law no. 249/2009, from 23

of September.

1.2 Objectives

This regime was introduced specially with the purpose to attract investment as well as

qualified workers, high-net-worth individuals and retirees to Portugal.

1.3 Term

After the registration of the taxpayer on the Tax Authority (ATA), taxpayers acquire the right

to be taxed as non-regular residents for a period of 10 years (not necessarily consecutive

although non-renewable).

1.4 Conditions to obtain the NHR

- Not having been a tax resident in Portugal in the previous five years;

- Becoming a tax resident in Portugal;

- Stay in Portugal 183 days consecutive or interpolated;

- Buy/rent a house with the purpose of establish his permanent residence.

1.5 NHR Qualified as High Value Activities

Qualified Workers with a special tax applicable to income from work or services obtained in

Portugal:

- Architects, engineers, dentists, researchers, administrators, managers, teachers,

artists, actors, tax consultants, musicians, auditors, psychologists, IT professionals,

IT professionals and designers.

The Non-Regular Resident Tax Regime

(Dec. Law 249/2009 Sept. 23rd.)



NOTE: NHR retired citizens from France
Income from pensions from the private sector: No tax!

1.7 NHR Foreign Income Source:

1.1 NHR Income Source - Portugal 

 

 

 

 

1.8 Conclusions

To obtain the NHR status in Portugal, you should get: 

i)Legal Counsel/opinion about the qualified conditions to obtain the 
NHR status and the taxation of the income according to Portuguese tax law and the 
double taxation treaty applicable; 

ii) Submit a request to tax Authorities to obtain the NHR status.



The Special residence permit for investment operations (ARI)

(Law no. 29/2012 of Sept. 9th.)

2.1 The “Golden Visa” regime;  Legal Framework:

The regulation regarding the legal requirments for obtaining a legal residence permit

for investment activities, are previewed in the Law no. 29/2012, dated of September

9th, that were later complemented by the provisions of Law no.63/2015, dated of

June 30th..

This new regime, is addressed to strengthen foreign investment as well as to attract

prospect investors from third countries, and non EU citizens.

Accordingly, the “golden visa” regime cannot be applicable to Portuguese citizens or 

European union citizens.

This regime allows to the citizen the right to enter and live

in Portuguese territory as well as the right to circulate freely

in the European countries (Schengen Space).



2.2 Objetives

The golden visa regime is aimed to attract foreign investment to Portugal and it’s a

very straightforward and flexible programme with simple and clear legal

requirements.

This regime allows to the citizen the right to enter and live in Portuguese territory as

well as the right to circulate freely in the European countries (Schengen Space).

2.3 Legal requirements

To obtain a golden visa the applicants should comply with the following requirments:

- Have a valid Schengen visa;

- Maintain the investment for a minimum period of five years;

- Absence of references in the Portuguese Immigration and the Schengen

services and absence of conviction of relevant crime;

- Stay in Portugal for a minimum of seven days during the first year and fourteen

days during each subsequent period of two years.

“Golden Visa Applicants by Country 2015”; (source: “Jornal Económico”, Jan. 2016.



2.4 Other special requirements

In order to obtain a golden visa, the candidate must comply one of the following 

conditions:

- Create a Portuguese-based company or procedure to a capital transfer with a 

value above € 350.000,00;

- Creation a minimum of 5 workplaces;

- By investing € 200.000,00 in Portuguese companies in a difficult economic 

situation and that are with a recovery plan;

- By investing € 350,000.00 in funds for the capitalization of Portuguese 

companies.

2.5 Benefits granted

The beneficiaries of ARI / Golden Visa are entitled to:

- Residence visa waiver for entering Portugal;

- Living and working in Portugal, on condition that they stay in Portugal for a 

period of 7 or more days, in the first year, and 14 or more days, in the 

subsequent years;

- Visa exemption for travelling within the Schengen Area;

- Family reunification;

- Applying for permanent residence (pursuant to the Aliens Act – Act 

number 23/2007 of 4 July with the current wording );

- Applying for Portuguese citizenship, by naturalization, provided all other 

requirements set out by the Nationality Act are fulfilled

2.6 Conclusions

To demand a golden visa the applicant should:

- Get legal counsel/opinion;

- Submit a request on Emigration Authority (SEF).
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